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Back in 2008 search engine giant Google launched its own Smartphone in the market. The market
was still in the nascent process of smart phones by then. By launching android Google has invited
open war for its major competitor that is apple.  Google adopted different policy and technology for
its Smartphoneâ€™s. Unlike apple close system, Google invented its android which is Linux oriented
and operate in open system. The key factor behind the popularity of the Google android is the open
source system which allows users or provides freedom to have multiple usages. Android is holding
major market share in the gamut of smart phones .High popularity of android is catering huge
business for developers. Android applications are hugely required in the market. This is fostering
great business both for the employer and employee. There is endless g big ideas for android
applications and to give shape to these ideas you need to hire android developer.

Millions of users are there in the market for using android applications. Android application market is
generating tremendous business. Atypical android developer develops application. This application
can be both generic that is for common mass of people as well as customized that is only for
specific group of people or company or requirement.

Mobile market was taken by storm by the introduction of the smart phones. Introduction of the
Smartphoneâ€™s has altered the entire function of the mobile phones. Now phones are not used only
for communication or entertainment such as chatting, surfing etc but it has serious business
applications. Yes, Smartphoneâ€™s plays big role in conducting your business functions. A lot of serious
task can be done with your mobile phone with the right application. Tremendous usages and
popularity of Smartphoneâ€™s have created huge demand for competent mobile developers. The types
of mobiles are expanding so the expectations of users are also expanding with the same pace.
Users are looking for exciting applications which are meant for whole lot of purposes. Mobile
application development is hot business which generates huge profit. Mobile application industry
can give robust growth to any business. To explore this business, one needs to hire Mobile
Developer. Mobile developer develops applications for specific business which are in sync with the
business requirement.  A good application can multiply the business process and gives cutting edge
advantages over others.

Apple launched its ipohne application store in the year 20008 since then it has never looked back.
With every passing day, the number of application has only increased. Apple iphone app received
huge popularity. Within very short span of time it has managed to capture the market. Currently
iphone is having more than 600,000 applications. Even with this great number of application, the
market for apple app has not saturated. There is still great demand for new applications.
Entrepreneurs are making great profits from this business and viewing the future of apple iphone
apps to be much more booming. This lucrative iphone app industry has generated the demand to
hire iphone developer in big numbers. Every day hundreds of new job are created for the iphone
application developer.
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Amit Kumar writes content on a hire mobile developer for more information and further insight visit -
a hire android developer.
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